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ABSTRACT

The Development of Modular
Learning for Introductory

Accounting at
Castleton State College

by
Bryan L. O'Neil

The purpcle of this practicum was the develOpment of learning

modules for. P" -mentary accounting at Castleton State College. The

aim of this practicum was directed at making instruction more precise

to meet the individui needs of each student. The researcher recognized

that students learn in different ways at different rates.

The proqedures that were followed were structured for the purpose

of the development of module learning in Introductory Accolmting. The

first procedure was to review the literature in the area of instructional

programs in accounting and to establish a working knowledge of self-paced

instruction. A subject outline was developed and modular units were

identified.

The results of this practicum better enables the instructor of accounAng

to develop a series of learning opportunities in a classroom or laboratory

situation. The benefit of the development of modules for introductory

level accounting was to enable both the student and the instructor the

organization that enhances a step-by-step understanding of the accounting

system. This brings about the development of self-paced learning.

It is the researcher's recommendation that the modular approach would

enr,ance student learning supported by the research of this study. Stu-

dents using the modular approach of introductory accounting are permitted

their own direction and also encourages work toward educational objectLres.
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Intr

The purpose of this practicum Was to op learning modules for

Introductory Accounting at'Castleton State -cilege. Traditionally,

accounting has been taught through a series If almost identical

classroom situations where the teacher domi dLas and does most of

the talking and the student is in a passive role with little opportunity

to respond.

Educators and administrators have a responsibility to look at

alternative educational technologies. The aim of much of the innovation

in instruction was. directed at making instruction much more precise to meet

the individual needs of the student. The purpose of this practicum

was to develop a learning system that recoLnizes that students learn

in different ways at different rates.

In order to develop an understanding of the educational material

in the area of instructional programs,the researcher did an analysis

of literature in the area of modular instruction. While combining the

abilities of expertise in the area of business education, the researcher

then combined this knowledge of modular learning with the learning ob

jectives for the Introductory Accounting at Castleton State College.

The subject outline was produced for each module unit being learned.

The combination of research of business education as well as the research

that has been done in the area of individualized education and modu1ar

learning experiences. The researcher was able to combine the two areas

to obtain a finished product that can be used in the classroomiat

Castleton State College in the introductory level of accounting.

1
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Background And Significance

Programmed instruction, while viewed by many as a.recent develop-

ment in education can be traced to 1809 when H. Charred was granted a

patent for " device designed to teach reading (Gardner,1966: pg.8)".

However, B. Fred Skinner, a present authority in the field of pro-

grammed instruction, attributed Haleyon Skinner with the invention

of the first true "teaching machine" - another piece of equipment for

teaching reading, patented in 1866 (Garener,1966i pg.8).

Later, the efforts of psychologists S.L. Presley in the 1920's to

create a machine which could'be used for multiple choice testing as

well as for teaching, was a significant development in the study of

possible applications programs to "produce changes in the effectiveness

of instruction" (Gardner, 1966: pg.8). His machines were the first to

utilize the concepts of "feedback" a fundamental characteristic of all

modern programmed instruction.

However, the modern foundation of programmed instruction date

from a 1954 paper entitled "The science of learning and the art of

teaching", by Professor B. Fred Skinner of Harvard (Schramn, 1964s pg.l1).

He suggested that educational material quotations could be regarded as an

accuoulative rapport of behavior which would be analyzed as a number of

small "steps representing increments of successive approximation to

fonal mastery" (Schramn, 1964: pg.12).

Before describing in detail the theory and design underlying a

typical program of today, an examination of the basic principles of

learning was needed. The module units developed for this practicum were

2
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designed to conform to these principles of lea-ming to insure effective

instruction and maximum learning. W.A. Johnson listed the seven prin-

ciples of learning..

1. The principle of reinforcement

2. The principle of active participation

3. The principle of discovery

4. The principle of motivation

5. The principle, of meaningfulness

6. The principle of sequence

7. The principle of transfer

(Johnson, 1965: pp. 25-26)

Although several different variations of programmed instruction

were widely used, all of them are conformed to the following

generally recognized characteristics, compiled by J.L. Hughs.

Every student is able to pace himself throughout the program, thereby

allowing "more latitude for individual differences in learning ability".

The student was given a "relatively small" bit of information "called

a frame" and then asked to answer a question or to complete a statement

based on the information presented to him. "This was known technically

as the stimuleous". The student then answers the question or completes

the statement, or in technical terms, he is said to be making a re-

sponse to the "stimuleous" presented ( Hughs, 1962: pp. 2-3).

Programmed instruction was not used at Castleton State College

in Introductory Accounting, as a result, the development of

modules for accounting, helped to enhance the student to develop at

their own pace. It also helped to provide the tutoral help for

making the module available for review.



In general usage, a modyle is any unit that is capable of being

joined with another unit to form a larger structure. It is a rela-

tively simple idea that has provided that basis for a new revolution

in the fields of electronics, architecture, construction, and education.

In education, the basic idea behind the module is not new. For years,

the entire educational system has been predicated on a building block

idea. Schools and colleges have held classes that make up courses that

are taken during the academic term. On a smaller scale, the building

block approach is found in lesson plans which subdivide class sessions

into lessons in modern educational terminology. The term module, how-

ever, has taken a number of different meanings (Askins, 1970: pg.46).

In programmed instruction, the term module refers to a collection

of frames that make up part of the instructional program. The frame is

the basic unit used in programmed instruction and consists of a stim-

uleaus response pattern that ends in a learned skill or concept. The

frames provide a step by step pattern through the educational material

to achieve a stated goal or objective for each frame and for each module

(Edwards, 1974:P.278).

In self-paced instruction, the term module also refers to a build-

4

ing block but in this case unless programmed instruction is used, frames

may not be involved.
4

A module in a self-paced system like Alex consists

of a unit of instruction 1511 a specific topic (Dupree and Martin, 1974).

As the student starts the topic, he is informed of the objectives and

importance of the subject. In the Alex system, a series of visual and

audio lessons transmit the skills and concepts using a film strip.

The size_nf a module from programmed instruction is based on

the number of frames included. Since a sub-unit frame is used,

4



programmers have been more concerned about the length of the frame

measured in words, sentences, or ideas, than the module. In self-paced

instruction, the module is the basic unit; its length will depend on

the designer of the instructional system and, therefore, may vary

considerably. For example, in Al.!x, the module is 15 to 20 minutes in

length while in other systems, the modules are 40 to 60 minutes in

length (Dupre '& Dempsey, 1974: pg. 268.)

A learning oz. instructural module is a unit of instruction that

is self contained and scientifically structured. The instructural

module covers a speciftc'topic and Carefully stated learned

objectives specified in operationa terms. The typical module uses .

multiple media farms to communicate facts and. ideas and it utilizes

carefully developed tests to. measure achievement of learning objec-

tives (Harebell, 1972: p. 36). The different applications to the

term module in education all have in common the general idea behind

the term, that of a building block. Each, however, represents a

different building block. This practicum has dealt'with the develop-

ment of building blocks for Accounting I.

, )

The instructional module is a product of the educational technO-

logy movement and is a unit of instruction' and knowledge that has

carefully identified objectives expressed in behavioral and opera-

tional terms: The behavioral objectives of the module interface

with terminal le,rning objectives of the total instructional unit

to form a unified whole.

5



In most appliCations of the module, multiple me e used to handle

the instructional ;tasks. The instructor's role /'is to guide the stu-

dent using the discussion process in the development of educational

materials (Mager,I1962: pg.62).

A module, isla unit of 4struction is found in either a time

constrained or no
I

time constrained setting. In a completely in-

dividualized learning system where the system is both open ended

and unregulated, (a module representsa unit of knowledge. A module

consists of specifically stated learni objectives in a set of.

dividualized educational experiences neces\ssary for the student to
-

measuredachieve the objectives. Achievement is measured in terms of a

test called the post test because it comes after the learning ex-

periences. In hg idealized kind-of educational situation, the

student may pass through or experience the learning materials as

many times as he likes' before he takes the post test and achieves
' \ ,

a satisfactory /level of performance (Askins, 1970:'pg.'55).
II

The elements considered to be the baSis of all Successful

educational systems cons,rsts of:
/

. I

l. Defining objectives or goals to,be achieved.

2. 'Frequent feedback.

3. 'Continuous re-inforcement.

4. Individual pacing (Richmond: 1970, pg. 310)

There is evidence' to show that people vary considerably in

their ability to learn, mode of learning, student habits, interests

and other f s considered essentially to the educationalprocess.

6



In order to meet the challenge of these individual ldrning habits,

the accounting module developed takes all the key elements of

learning into consideration and proGides a basis for the appli.

cation)of modern educational technology. This instructual module,
/

whe..ther considered part of a larger learning unit or an individual

/

unit, is designed to provide a logical vehicleto allow an indi-

/I) vidual learner to achieve the objectives established. This, prac-

ticum will provide insights into the design essential if accounting
1

instructors are to be able o successfully apply this concepted
,,

I

modulized instruction.

In formulating the statement.of objectives that communicates

be kept in mind: 1. hat will the student be doing when he demon-

strates he has achie ed the stated objective? 2. What special

Conditions will be i posed on the stddent when he is achieving

the objectives? 3. Whether the accepted levels of satisfactory

performance andmu t be' spelled out in detail (Mager, 1962'1 p.3).

The instructor must decide just what kind of behavior will be

accepted as evide ce bf confidence or appreciation. What does

a student do to s ow he has achieved these goals? This question

must be answered as-a modular are determined (Williams and Gily, 1974:

pps 231-232). The pre-test is designed to determine if ,the student

already has the knowledge contained in the module. Since the pre-

4test is a crit ria examination, it is based on the same objective
-

as the post t st and, therefore, may be the same examination.



In,developing the post-test, it is absolutely essent0ial that

the identified learning objectiveS are followed. In order to

insure this, it is advisable to prepare the post-test before the

educational media and subject outlines are prepared. The Post-

test is developed by building into the examination, items that

provide solid evidence of achieving instructional objectives.

This means that the instructor must decide in advance what he

considers passing or acceptable performance (Williams and-Guy,

pps. 231-232).

There are two different instructional programs suitable for

self-paced accounting instruction that are currently available

from publishing companies. Both programs for the introductory

accounting course were introduced in 1973. Othe'i programs will

likely become available in the future. A number of schools, have

experimented with their own locally 'prQduced materials.

Accounting's learning experience (Alex), by'Dupree, Harter,

and Carter is available through Prentice Hall. It is a flexible

-.. system suitable for individualizeq instruction or large group use.

Alex consists of 50 mudulcs, each containing a codrdinated film strik.

and audio tape, a student outline and separate student resource

materials in written form.. The student resource materials also

contain extensive questions and problems. The audio visual unit

is the core of each module and may be used independently of the.

wri-tten-materials. The study testing sequence for using this.

12.



package on a self-paced basis is illustrated in Appendix B (Dupree,

1974: p. 273).

Accounting's principles; a multi-media program, by Curry and

Frame is available through Charlc=s E. Merrill Publishing Company.

\ This program consists of a written textbook with integrated film0

strips and coordinated audio tapes. There are 30 modules some=

what comparable to textbook chapters which are further sub-divi-
\

ded into sections. Some of the sections are in written form while

others are in audio visual format (Dupree, 1974: p. 274).

Again, the purpose for this practicum was to develop a learn-

ing system that recognizes that students learn in different ways

at different rates. At Castleton State College, students come

from greatly diversified areas. The instructor will find that

. modular leafning can be a great asset in developing the students

from various educational backgrounds.

Programmed instruction was not being used at Castleton

State College in Introductory Accounting. As a result, the develop-

ment of modules for accounting helped to enhance the student to

develop at their own pace. It also helped to provide for tu-

torial help by making the modules available for review.

One of the main reasons why this practicum was important for

Castleton State College was that business curriculum development

and innovation is an important aspect to developing the business

program at the college. The quality of the program and the deve-

lopment of students to better achieve within the program of

9



accounting is directly related to the long range plans of the

college and its establishment of quality to communities in the

state of Vermont.

The aim of much of the innovation that has taken place in

instruction today is directed at designing instruction to better

meet the individual needs of each student. This learning theory '

module has a direct relationship to this practicum. The develop-

ment and application of new learning theory such as the module con-

cept of instruction very much applies in this particular module

for a practicum application. In the writer's opinion, the present

system generally ignores individual learning differences, moti-

vation, and most human behavior traits associated with the instruc-

tural process. Educational innovation has taken and is taking

a wide variety of forms. Programmed instruction was clearly one

of 'the first large moves to make the instructional process both

more scientific and at the same time, more individual. In. fact,

some suggest that the current application of communication tech-

nology to education would not have been possible without the advent

of programmed instrudtion in the Skinnerian concept of re-inforced

learning. The Skinnerian organizational form and emphasis on

differential re-i&orcement provides educators with the basis

and opportunity to apply modern communication technology (Richmond,

1970: p.17 ).

10



s.

Procedures

The procedures that were followed in this practic4m were

structured for the purpose of the development of modular learning

in Introductory Accounting at Castleton State College. The pro-

cedure,.as lited below, took the form of a finished product and

was used in the classroom to develop the student to their full

potential. The following procedures to be followed were:

1. The evaluation of educational materials in the area

instructional programs in accounting to establish

a working knowledge of self-paced instruction.

2. To determine the learning objectives fcr intro-

ductory accounting by segmenting,the vocal points

of knowledge within the context of Lccounting I.

3. Select a course which the researcher knew exceptionally

well from both a technical as well as a conceptional

viewpoint.

4. State the overall learning objectives for this_unit

in operational terms. These became the internal ob-

; jectives for this unit.

S. Develop a subject outline for the unit. This out-
,

line reflected the logical flow of topics and

inter-relationship between topics.

113



6. U ing the subject outline, identify modular units

wh selecting modules, try to select units that

wer relatively small and atonomous, work with

smal er units rather than large ones. Precise

behav ral objectives were easier to establish for

the smaller ones.

7.: Write down in specific performance terms, the b

havioral objectives for each module identified.

As indicated in the earlier discussion on learning

objectives, this was a critical area and the

more precise the statements, the better the educa-

tional results.

Limitations and Assumptions

Because of the limited search of educational accounting material,

there is a, risk of not including per:tinent curriculum for introductory

accounting. As a result, the modules were designed by the researcher

to best suit the needs of students at Castleton State College. Although

a sampling of materials was used, the quantity of material may be

less than desirable.

To generalize beyond the accounting program at Castleton State

College may not be desirable. The accounting curriculum for,the

modules were designed for students with four credit course load.

As a result, there might be more time constraints in other accounting,

programs. These modules were designed for at least seventy-five

hours in a two semester year system.

The researcher saw a need for a more individualized means of

instruction for accounting students at Castleton State College

to better their performance in the elementary levels. This may

not be the can other accounting programs and should be kept

12 1.6



in mind in the implementation of these modules at other institutions.

Because of the contrAlt of these modules, it is limited to

the area of accounting education.

13
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Results

To follow the format of the practicum, the reader will take

step 1 of the procedure and discuss the results.

Step 1 ot the procedure was the evaluation of eduCational mater-

ial in the Area of instructional programs in accounting to esta-

blish a working knowledge of self -paced instruction. In the Back-

ground and Significance section of this practicum one can see

an in depth review of the current, literature in the area of modular

instruction. The development of modular learning in Accounting I

at Castleton State College was-the result of accumulation ot this

literature to provide a product that could be 11.':,e.1 in the Accounting I

classroom.

Step .2 of this practicum which was to develop the learning .

objectives for introductory-level accounting can be readily seen-.

in the Appendix A of this practicum. One can see in each area, the

stated objectives in each module 1-9. These modules were based on

.standard accounting procedures that were taught trbm a traditional ------
----

approach in the classroom. As the reader can see in Step 3, the

area the researcher has chose to develop, was in the area of intro-

ductory level accounting cburses'which the instructor has been

teaching for the past three years.

As one can see in Step 4, the researcher constructed basic

overall objectives'for each unit and operational terms. These opera-

tional terms are laid out at the onset of' each module so the reader

3.4
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may know what the learning objectives of that learning unit are.

With the learning objectives well set in the student's mind, the

outline tor'each unit has a logical flow of topics that exist

,(Step 5). In procedure 6, selected units were constructed re-

latively small so that the student would not attempt to cover too

much material without mastering one area and would not go on until

that area was understood. All of this material is also shown in

Appendix A at the end of this practicum.

In Step /, the researcher then proceeded to write down in

specific performance terms, the learning objectives for the total number

of modules. In Accounting I, this course emphasized the application of

bookkeeping principles along with business problems and decisions.

For the person enrolled in this course as an elective, knowledge

gained would be of benefit in managering personal financial affairs.

These behavior'al objectives are not academiC learning objectives.

These objectives were constructed'to change the bahavior of the

individual student to better understand the business world and many

. aspects of industry, as one can see in the Appendix A.

As the reader looks at Appendix B, one can also establish from

Alex the study testing sequence using the package of self-paced

Instruction. This format or Flow Chart that exists in Appendix B

shows us the process by which a student will view modules 1-9.

This Flow Chart will explain the interaction between the instructor

and the student not only including a self quiz, but as well as an

15
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instructor's quiz on the material that is represented in that individ,lal

.module. If both are passed, the student may go on to any additional

modules.

As a result of following the procedures of this pract. m the

researcher was able to develop modular learning units in the intro-

ductory accounting level at Castleton State College. The reader can

see as a finished product Appendix A, the following syllabus of modular

units for Accounting I.



Discussion Im.lications and Recommendations

The purpose of this practicum was to develop modular_ earning

units for introductory accounting at Castleton State College. It

is recommended that further study be,made in the area of effectiive-

.ness of this method of learning at the introductory level of accoun-

ting.

The purpose of this practicum was to develop a product and

the implied results can be seen in the following literature supports

of modular learning.

As a result of the review of literature of this practicum,

one- can see the recommendations
that could logically be made from the

results.

1. Programmed instruction permits the student to participate

actively in the educational process.

2. Students are able to pace themselves through the program.

3: Greater individualism is'achieved.

4. Students are highly motivated because of the 'immediate re-

inforcement they receive.

5. In general, students learn more material at a faster rate.

(Edwards;. 1974: pg. 287)

Several studies have attempted to provide evidence to support

or repute these claims and from the study of Billy E. Askins, the

following conclusions were made. As compared with the conventional

17
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lecture demOnstration technique, the amount o' time required to

teach the example instructional unit, can be reduced by approxi-

mately 25% without sacrificing any loss or achieVement test scores

by using the programmed textbook. More generally, the study is

evidence that use of effective programming material makes it possi-

ble to teach technical school subjects (and surely many phases of

college level accounting as well) in a shorter period of time

and still obtain the terminal objectives of the course including

no loss in achievement scores. Use of programmed materials, es-

pecially in conjunction with other instructional techniques, or media,

can greatly improve the effectiveness of instruction (Askins, p. 163).

The committee on multi media instruction in accounting in

the American Accounting Association included the results of its

own survey of programmed instruction in its 1972 report. The committee

stated responses to ways in which programmed text books aid in

learning process. These included such items as "pacing, individual

learning, incremental steps, self-correcting, and immediate re-

inforcement." Among other cited benefits were "rapid acquisition

of basic concepts,' systematic coverage of subject matter, low

aptitude students accomplish more with programmed text than with

traditional text." It forces the student to learn the material

when reading the.text. Some responses to the disadvantages of

programmed text books weres. "Students find it a tedious process-

uninspiring." "Short retention". "Students are forced to master

18
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each step before he can proceed' the whole". "Lack of availability

of good material and relatively high cost". "Programmed Text Books

cannot be used as a reference book". (Committee on Multi Media

Instruction in Accounting, 1972; pp. 118-119).

Another study, "Programmed instruction in, elementary accountin

is it successful?", by William Markell and Wilfred A. Pemberton

stated: after working with the text for a year, it seemed to the researcher

that the text does what it is supposed to do and perhaps a little

more. Students appear to learn somewhat better with the programmed

text. Also, we found that the use of the program text stimulated

the discussion in the classroom, The difficulty of review must be .

considered as one of the major disadvantages of the text. Based

on our experience, the programmed text should certainly be con.-

sidered an alternative for elementary accounting course (Markell

and Pemberton, 1972: p. 384)..

Learning modules enhance students' opportunity for learning

by not only increasing the use of a wide range of technology but

by more profitably using the talents of the teacher. Much of the

energy and intelligence which teachers now spend lecturing in

the classroom, can be shifted in learning modules to working

with students in tutoring and small group discussions and to preparing

potential educational materials. The new forms of technology,give

the teacher. added capability and extend the possibilities of edu-

cation. Students should discover things for themselves and tech-

19
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no ogy prOvides this ability (Johnson,.1965: pg. 16).
1/

.

i
o

e dehumanizing than the application of machines or technology

to move to a greater degree at their own pace than they are

m r

bl

education. Students using the learning module approach are
,

. -- ....

Group pace end group instruction is less indivtduaized and

in group instruction even though both may be time constrained.

The usa of technology in the module increased the educational

alternatives and permits the student in his own direction while

it encourages work toward. established educational objectives.

Accounting instructors, should be able to adapt to. current

trends in higher education with little difficulty. Traditional

accounting courses have long incorporated some of the learning

approaches that are just now being enhanced by other subject areas.

For instance, accountiIng education has always been performance

oriented as evidence by the type of test that have been given.

The step to behavioral objectives criteria based on testing,

should be easy for accounting teachers. The step to selt-paced instruc-

tion is a more difficult one... A significant investment in both

hardware and software is required. At this point in time, equip-

ment capacity tat exceeds the software programs available. In-

structional programs for introductory accounting are now available

from publishing companies is audio visual tormats suitable for

self-paced use.

Self -paced instruction can hold benefits for students, instruc-

tors, and administrators. There are, of course, some problemS that

20
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mu,/st be overcome particularly when St6dents and institutions have
..

,

/

had experience only with traditional approaches to education.
/

/ Traditional approaches to the teaching ot Accounting I have

been modified and improved by introducing materials such as this

practicum'at Castleton State College. These areas benefit the

j motivation ot the student in the accounting course. Extensive

debate and research should be encouraged among accounting eduCa-

tors, and practitioners for,the purpose of developing a more

Iiiunited approach to accounting education with particular reference

to the first course'ot accounting. Accounting educators must

rethink and attempt to achieve a consensus with the respect to

the objectives of the first course. Modular learning helps to

better prepare the student for these objectives ot each learning

unit,--Frogrammed instruction materials and accounting have made

a contrib.ition to accounting education and should continue to do

so. Learning should be exciting and any new technology available

to instructors that give the learner a greater opportunity to

learn should be considered.

The positive change that will take place at Castleton State

College is the ability ot thc instructor .ot Accounting I to u,se

modular'learning in the lib section,of the course Accounting I.

. This changes the tormat for the lab. at the present time because

the session is now being used as a problem solving tutorial session.

The modular procedure ot learning units will be'instituted within
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the one lab a week session for an hour and a halt. To test-the

ettectiveness ot this type of learning' at Castieton State College,

turther study will be made in this area and ifall of the data is

accumulated and the results are positive in the area of teacher

ettectiveness, the modular type ot accounting education will be

Instituted at Castieton State College. Any teedback during this-.

process of experimentation in the accounting lab will then De

used to review any ot the curriculum ot the module or individual

units of the module to make the program more successful in its'.

attempt to eAucate introductoryievei students at Castieton

State College.

The alternatives that are discussed,above will help to solve

the problem or navy students coming trom diverte backgrounds.

As a result, each student with ditterert qualitications and capa-

bilities nay, as a result ot this study,. take Accounting I and

develop at their own individual pace.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

ACCOUNTING I . This course emphasizes the application of accounting

principles along with business problems and decisions. For the

person enrolled in this course as an elective, knowledge gained,

.will be of benefit in managing personal financial affairs.

1. To teach the student the basic bookkeeping equation,
debits and credits.

2. To acquaint students with business terms.

3. To teach the bookkeeping cycle.

4. To familiarize students with journals and their
functions.

5. To develop an understanding of business forms, pro-
cedures, and equipment uses today.

6. To develop occupational intelligence needed by all
business workers.

7. To bring about a sound preparation for future study.

8. To familiarize the student with the types of trans-
actions and their effects on the business world.

9.; To enable a student to manage his own affairs wisely
with emphasis on wise planning and expenditures.

10. To develop an understanding of the relations between
recording transactions by machine or electronic pro-
cesses and the manual method.

11. To develop a desirable business attitude concerning
neatness and'work habits.

12. To develop an awareness of certain problems that face a
business executive.

13. To develop an understanding of the information contained
in the financial statements and their purpose in helping
to male decisions.
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MODULE I

ACCOUNTING TOR ASSETS, LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL

Accounting

Recording ,

SUmmarizing

Analyzing

Interpreting

Financial reports of an

Uses of Accounting

Schools and clubs

Business and Finance

Government

Churches

organization

Users of Accounting

Management

Investors

Bankers

Governments/

Objectives

1. Definei accounting, assets, liabilities, and capital.

2. State the effect of financial transactions on the balance sheet.

3. Stress the constant equality of the basic accounting equation:

Assets = Liabilities + Capital

Review:

1. Assets

Resources and
properties of
value ownei by
a business

Liabilities

Obligations
or debts of
a business

Capital (Owner's Equity)

Owner's claim
upon the assets
of the business

2. Entity Concepts' The records'of the owner's business activities
must be kept separate from the owner's personal records.

3. Transactions cause INCREASES and/or DECREASES in the asset, liability,
and/or capital sections of the balance sheet.
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MODULE 2

aiSENTIALS OF THE DEBIT-CREDIT PROCEDURE

The Accounting Equation:

Assets = Liabilities + Capital (Owners Equity)

Debit and Credit:

Asset Account = Liability Accounts + Capital Accounts
Debit Credit Debit Credit Debit Credit7

The *** represents the side of the "T" account that normally
contains the balance of the account. Notice that asset account
normally_havebalances_on_the__DEBIT side _while liability and capital
accounts, on the other'side of the equal sign, normally have balances
on the opposite side, or CREDIT, side.

Objectives:

1. Present the DEBIT-CREDIT procedure.

2. Illustrate the use of "T" accounts.

3. Provide rules for the special capital (owners equity) accounts:
Capital
Drawing
Revenue
Expense

Review:

TYPES OF ACCOUNTS INCREASE DECREASE NORMAL BALANCE

Asset Debit Credit; Debit

Liability

Capital (owners

Credit

equity)

Debit\ Credit

Capital Credit Debit Credit
Revenue Credit Debit Credit
Drawing Debit Credit, Debit
Expense Debit Credit Debit

These are the same.
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MODULE 3

DEBIT-CREDIT TRANSACTIONS WITH THE JOURNAL, LEDGER, AND TRIAL BALANCE

If you have not mastered the debit-credit procedure as shown in

the table, review them thoroughly before continuing with this module.

Objectives:

1. Review DEBIT-CREDIT procedur es.

2. Show that the debits must equalpthe credits Tor each transaction.

3. Provide application of the above two objectives through use of
the journal, ledger, and trial balance.'

Review:

1. Form of journal entry:
(Name of debited account XXX

(Name of credited account XXX

2. Form of ledger entry:
(Name of Debited Account) (Name of Credited Account) ..

Debit Credit Debit Credit

XXX XXX

3. The trial balance contains the balance of account in the ledger.
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MODULE 4
51.

FORMS OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS'

Journalize Transactions

Post Transactions
to ledger

Prepare a Trial Balance

(Additional steps discussed in Modules 5 and 6)

Prepare Financial Statements:

Income Statement
Capital Statement
Balance Sheet

(cycle continued in WIdules .7 and 8)

Objectives:

1. Review the initial steps of the accounting cycle.

2. Illustrate thegeneTal forms of the income statement.

Review:

1. Journalize the transactions.

2. Post the transactions to ledger.

3. Prepare a trial balance .

(additionalfsteps discussed in-Modules 7 and 8)

4. Prepare the financial statements:
_ Income Statements
CapitaL;Statement
Balance Sheet

(cycle continued in Modules 7 and 8)

5. Note the interrelationships of the financial statements:
(a) The net income (or loss) from the income statement is

carried over to the capital statement.
(b) Tle ending amount for capital in the capital statement

is carried over to the balance sheet.
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MODULE 5

ADJUSTING ENTRIES FOR PREPAID, ACCRUED, AND DEPRECIATION EXPENSES

Why Have Adjustments?

Bring the accounts up to date.
Determine more accurately the net income (loss) for a specific

period of time.
Match the revenues and expenses for the same period of time.

Prepaid Expense Accounts

Asset
Supplies
Prepaid Rent

Accrued Expense Accounts

Liability Accounts
Interest Payable
Salaries Payable

Depreciation Expense Accounts

Contra -Asset Account
Accumulated Depre.-Equip.
Accumulated Depre.-Bldg.

Expense Accounts
Supplies Expense.
Rent Expense

Expense Accounts
Interest Expense
Salary Expense

Expense Accounts
Depre. Expense - Equip.
Depre. Expense - Bldg.

Objectives:

1. Stress the reason for adjusting entries.

2. Define and use, prepaid, accrued and depreciation expenses.

Review:

Why Adjustments - Bring the account balances up to date before the
preparation of the financial statements.`

How to Adjust the Accounts - Example adjusting entries for:

Prepaid Expenses
Rent Expense XXX

Prepaid Rent XXX

Advertising Expense XXX
Prepaid Advertising XXX

Depreciation Expenses
Depreciation Expense-Bldg. XXX .

Accumulated Depre.-Bldg. XXX

Depreciation Expense-Equip. XXX
Accumulated Depre.-Equip. .XXX
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Accrued Expenses
Salary Expense XXX

Salaries. Payable XXX

Interest Expense XXX
Interest Payable XX



THE EIGHT COLUMN WORK SHEET

Need For The Work Sheet

MODULE 6

Recording the effect of adjustments

Verifying arithmetic accuracy

Arranging data in logical form for
financial statements.

Objectives:

1. State the purpose of the work sheet.

2. Shoi4 how the adjustments are entered on a worksheet.

,3. Show.how the adjustments alter the trial balance amounts
preparing the income statement and balance sheet columns
a worksheet.

Review:

0

1. Using the, ledger of accounts, list,the account title a d.
complete the trial balance columns of the worksheet

2. Enter the adjustments in the adjustment column of
sheet.

he work-

3. Complete the income statement and balance sheet columns of
the worksheet to determine the net income or net loss.
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Module 7

CLOSING ENTRIES AT END OF'ACCOUNTING PERIOD

Permanent Accounts Temporary Accounts

Assets Revenues

Liabilities Expenses

Capital Income Summary

Drawing

Objectives:

/1

1. Define the permanent and temporary types
/
of accounts.

2. Present essentials of the closing process.

Review:

1. Close revenue accounts to the inc.* summary account.

2. Close 1:pense accounts to the inComc summary account.

3. Close the income summary account to the capital account.

4. Close the drawing account to the capital account.
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MODULE 8

THE COMPLETE ACCOUNTING CYCLE ILLUSTRATED

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Setp 7

Journalize Transactions

Post Transactions to the Ledger

Prepare a Work,heet

Prepare financial statements: Income Statement
Capital Statement
Balance Sheet

Journalize and Post the Adjusting Entries

Journalize and Post the Closing Entries

Prepare a Post-Closing Trial Balance

Objectives:

Present an illustration of the complete accounting cycle.

Review: Module

1. Journalize the transactions 3

-7, Post the transactions to the ledger 3

3. Prepare a worksheet 6

4. Prepare the three financial
statements 4

5. Journalize and post the adjusting
entries

' 5

6. Journalize and post tH4closing
entries 7

7. Prepare the post-closing trial
balance 8
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MODULE 9

THEPCOMPLETE ACCOUNTING CYCLE: COMPREHENSIVE EXERCISE

Comprehensive Exercise

The module contains a comprehensive exercise which you can use to

self-test your understanding of co4lete accounting cycles. This is

a review of the material in Modules 1 through The exercise will

take approxim:-tely one hour to complete.

Summary of the Complete Accounting Cycl4/'1/4

1. Journalize the-transactions

ir

2. Post the transactions to the ledger.

3. Prepare a worksheet.

4. Prepare4he three financial statements:

a. Income Statement.
Capital Statement .

Balance Sheet

It

5. Journalize and,post the adjusting entries.

6. Journalize and post the closing entries.

7. Prepare the post - closing trial balance.

Objectives:

Present an exercise covering the seven steps of the accounting cycle.

Review:

1. Journalize th^ transactions.

2. Post the transactions to the ledger.

3. Prepare a worksheet.

4.. 'Prepare the three financial statements, Income, Capital, and Balance
Statements.

5. .Journalize and post the adjusting entries.

6. Journalize and post the closing entires.

7. Prepare tbe post-closing trial Lance
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No

STUDY -TES (IN :; PROCEDURE

'FOR '471X-PACED STUDENTS

View #1. Module]

1

Review4.2 Module
and Take Notes in the Outline

ITake Self-Quiz

1

Satisfactory
I

L-

1

I Yes'

iStudy Resource Unii-1

pork Assigned Problems I

No

Satisfactory
Performance?

1

1-29

Take Instructor's Quiz I

1

t Paetr=rt1:7

Go To NeXt Module
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Ask
Questions

Ask
Questions


